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We investigate the electronic structure of the GaNð1010Þ prototype surface for GaN nanowire

sidewalls. We find a paradoxical situation that a surface state at all k points in the bandgap

cannot be probed by conventional scanning tunneling microscopy, due to a dispersion

characterized by a steep minimum with low density of states (DOS) and an extremely flat

maximum with high DOS. Based on an analysis of the decay behavior into the vacuum, we

identify experimentally the surface state minimum 0.6 6 0.2 eV below the bulk conduction

band in the gap. Hence, GaN nanowires with clean ð1010Þ sidewall facets are intrinsically

pinned. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4823723]

Semiconductor nanowires (NWs) have evolved into

prime candidates for novel electronic and optoelectronic

devices.1–4 For example, group III-nitride NWs have excel-

lent optoelectronic properties from the ultraviolet to the red

spectral range and hence the potential of becoming highly ef-

ficient light emitters4–6 as well as chemical sensors.7,8

However, the NW geometry leads to an extremely high sur-

face-to-volume ratio compared to conventional semiconduc-

tor device structures. Consequently surface-induced effects

play a large role for the properties of NWs and the function-

ality of devices based on them: Surface states critically affect

the doping and potential distribution in NWs and the exis-

tence of gap states at the NW sidewall facets may lead to

non-radiative recombination paths that reduce the quantum

efficiency. The most relevant surfaces of wurtzite structure

group III-nitride NWs are the non polar m- and a-plane side-

walls facets.9,10 Furthermore, growth on these non-polar

surfaces is particularly attractive, as detrimental polarization

fields that lead to a separation of hole and electron wave func-

tion in the active device regions of planar group III-nitride

heterostructures can be avoided,11 hence increasing the inter-

nal quantum efficiency.12 As the chemical reactivity during

growth (i.e., growth kinetics, incorporation of impurities/dop-

ants and defects) depends sensitively on the electronic13 and

geometric properties14 of the surfaces, a detailed knowledge

of the energetic position of surface states is critical.

Although GaN is considered as model system for group

III-nitride semiconductors, the electronic structure of even

the simplest non-polar surface, GaNð1010Þ, and in particular

the presence of a surface state within the fundamental

bandgap is highly debated, and hence, its electronic behavior

remains unclear.15 Density functional theory (DFT) calcula-

tions within the local density approximation (LDA) predict

two surface states shifted out of the fundamental

bandgap,16,17 whereas recent DFT calculations based on

modified pseudopotentials find the upper (empty) surface

state in the whole Brillouin zone (BZ) within the

bandgap.13,18 On the other hand, scanning tunneling micros-

copy (STM) experiments suggest the absence of surface

states in the bandgap,17,19 fueling the debate even further.

Resolving this issue is, however, critical, as the presence or

absence of an intrinsic surface state in the fundamental

bandgap strongly affects the surface Fermi level and hence

the electrostatics, free carrier concentration, and conductivity

of GaN-based NWs.

In this Letter, we combine first principles calculations

and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) to clarify the

controversial issue of the electronic structure of m-plane

GaN surfaces and show that the apparently exotic electronic

structure is likely universal for all non-polar surfaces of

group III-nitrides and possible of more materials. We find

the paradoxical situation that the physically relevant mini-

mum of the intrinsic surface state fully within the bandgap

has a very small density of states as compared to bulk states,

such that conventional STM mapping modes fail to probe it.

This thus far experimentally missed part induces an intrinsic

pinning of the Fermi energy and hence modifies the intended

doping and potential distribution in nanostructures with non-

polar facets.

For our experiments, we cleaved free-standing n-doped

GaN samples with dopant concentrations of ð1� 5Þ
�1018 cm�3 in ultra high vacuum (p � 1� 10�8 Pa) to ex-

pose a clean and stoichiometric ð1010Þ surface. After cleav-

age, the samples were directly cooled and investigated at 77 K

by STM using tungsten tips. The GaN ð1010Þ cleavage surfa-

ces consisted of large lm-sized terraces, separated typically

by one monolayer (ML) high steps. On the 1� 1 recon-

structed terraces [see inset in Fig. 1(a)] tunneling [I(V)] and

conductivity (dI/dV) spectra were acquired at constant

tip-sample separation z (feedback loop interrupted). Thea)Electronic mail: p.ebert@fz-juelich.de
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dI/dV spectra were obtained by extracting the amplitude (and

phase) from the Lock-In signal. The normalized conductivity

(dI/dV)/(I/V) is shown in Fig. 1(a). At negative voltages, a

number of peaks occur at voltages well within the bandgap of

n-type GaN. These peaks arise from quantized states confined

within the tip-induced band bending zone below the tip posi-

tion.20,21 The peaks at negative voltages thus do not reflect the

valence band states22 and are of no interest here. Of interest

are the empty states. The onset of the empty conduction band

states can be observed at þ0.9 V, in good agreement with the

previous STS data on GaN ð1010Þ surfaces.17,19 The onset

was related to the bulk conduction band minimum (EC).17,19

The tunneling spectrum in Fig. 1(a) suggests that no

intrinsic surface states are present in the fundamental

bandgap, as no current is detectable below the onset of the

tunnel current into the conduction band. This would at first

view favor the calculations which predicted no surface states

in the fundamental bandgap.16,17

In order to investigate the electronic structure of the

m-plane GaN surface, we have performed first principles cal-

culations within DFT using the LDA and the projector aug-

mented wave approach (PAW).23 The Ga semicore d states

are treated explicitly as valence electrons and an on-site

Coulomb interaction U for the aforementioned states has

been included.24 This approach improves to a large extent

the calculated bandgap by conventional functionals (2.2 eV

for LDA and 1.67 eV for generalized gradient approximation

(GGA)) and yields a fundamental bandgap of 2.87 eV.24

Careful conversion checks show that thin slabs consist-

ing of less than 24 MLs do not contain enough bulklike ma-

terial and hence fail to correctly describe the onset of the

bulk conduction band as well as to provide a dense mesh of

bulk states [compare red and blue dots in Fig. 2(a)]. Thus,

thin slabs (i) underestimate the density of states (DOS) at

this energy region and (ii) fail to describe the decay of the

bulk band edge states into the vacuum. Unfortunately, thick

slabs are not only computational more expensive but also

suffer from the charge sloshing25 along the slab preventing

to reach electronic charge self-consistency. In order to tackle

this, we modify and extend the approach originally devel-

oped by Engels et al. to accelerate self consistent calcula-

tions of thick slabs:26 We first calculated the charge density

of a slab consisting of 24 MLs (i.e., � 2.5 nm) self-

consistently. Then, the slab is opened in the middle, and

additional 24 bulklike GaN MLs have been inserted, yielding

a slab with a thickness of 48 MLs (i.e., � 5 nm). Second,

non-selfconsistent calculations keeping the charge density

fixed and using 187 k-points in the irreducible part of the sur-

face BZ were performed. Comparison with the projected

bulk band structure [gray area in Fig. 2(a)] shows that this

approach describes the bottom of the bulk conduction band

with 0.15 eV accuracy. A detailed analysis of the energetic

position and dispersion of the surface state as well as on the

decay of the states into the vacuum showed that this

approach describes the dispersion and the decay with an ac-

curacy better than 0.1 eV and 1%, respectively.

The calculated band structure and the corresponding

DOS are shown in Fig. 2. The GaNð1010Þ surface exhibits a

N-derived occupied state (SN) at the onset of the bulk va-

lence band (EV) at 0 eV and a Ga-derived unoccupied s-type

state (SGa) 2.4 eV above EV. The empty Ga-derived surface

state is in the whole BZ in the fundamental bandgap and

never resonant with the bulk bands. Surprisingly, this surface

state is apparently not probed by STM measurements. In

order to understand the failure of conventional STM to probe

the surface state, we analyze in detail the surface electronic

structure. First, the dispersion in Fig. 2(a) reveals that the

energy of the unoccupied surface state exhibits a strong

FIG. 1. (a) Normalized differential conductivity spectrum measured at 77 K

on the n-type GaNð1010Þ surface with constant tip-sample separation z fixed

by a set voltage of Vset ¼ þ2:8 V and set current of Iset ¼ 150 pA as shown

as blue line labelled constant z in (c) (i.e., Dz¼ 0). (b) Same as in (a) but

with a reduced tip-sample separation fixed by a set voltage of Vset ¼ þ1:6 V

and set current of Iset ¼ 200 pA and an additional ramp approach as shown

by the red line in (c) and labelled ramped z. (c) Change of the tip-sample

separation Dz as a function of the voltage during the acquisition of the tun-

neling spectra shown in (a) and (b). Inset: high resolution constant-current

STM image measured at 300 K with Vset ¼ þ3 V and Iset ¼ 200 pA.

FIG. 2. (a) Band structure of the relaxed GaN ð1010Þ surface along high

symmetry lines of the surface Brillouin zone calculated with a slab consist-

ing of 48 MLs (blue dots) and 12 MLs (red dots). The solid blue line indi-

cates the unoccupied surface state (SGa). SN denotes the N-derived occupied

surface state. (b) DOS of the 48 MLs slab (dotted line). The red solid curves

indicate the DOS arising from the surface states. In (a) and (b), the grey

shaded areas denote the projected bulk band structure and DOS, respec-

tively. In both cases, the top of the bulk valence band is set to 0, and the

bulk conduction band has been rigidly shifted to meet the experimental

bandgap of GaN.
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dependence on the parallel wave vector: Both strong and

almost flat dispersions around the C point and the edges of

the BZ, respectively, occur. This affects the DOS shown in

Fig. 2(b): The surface state exhibits a long tail with a low

DOS into the fundamental bandgap, while the main peak

overlaps with the onset of the bulk conduction band.

In a second step, we investigate the decay of the differ-

ent states into the vacuum, since the STM probes the DOS

far above the surface in the vacuum. The extension of the

states into the vacuum can be illustrated using the charge

density distribution of two groups of states energetically

located at the onset of (i) the surface state SGa (i.e., 2.4 eV

above EV) and (ii) the conduction band EC (i.e., 3.4 eV above

EV). The corresponding contour plots are shown in Fig. 3. In

both cases, a localization at the Ga surface atoms is revealed

with the corresponding lobe extended into the vacuum.

However, surprisingly the charge density arising from the

states at EVþ 3.4 eV is much stronger and extends farthest

into vacuum. Hence, STM will primarily probe states at the

bulk conduction band minimum and not the minimum of the

surface state. This is a direct consequence of the above men-

tioned strong dispersion of the surface state around the C
point and the corresponding low DOS tail.

The partial charge densities integrated over the ð1010Þ
plane in Fig. 4 show that the two groups of states follow a

similar decay. But, the states at the bulk conduction band

minimum have an intensity more than two orders of magni-

tude higher than the surface state minimum. To probe

equally strong signals for both states in tunneling spectra one

has to approach the tip toward the surface by 2.4 Å (see sepa-

ration of dashed lines). This is also visible in Fig. 3(a) as a

smaller extent of the surface state minimum into the vacuum.

Furthermore, the decay of the surface state at different points

of the BZ (inset of Fig. 4) shows that the surface state decays

slowest at the C point. At the edge of the BZ the decay is

always faster. Hence, at the X0 and M points, the DOS is

negligible as compared to that at the C point. However, at

the X point, the DOS is still higher until an extrapolated dis-

tance of �11 Å from the surface, due to the extremely flat

dispersion of the surface state at the X point.

In order to experimentally probe the physically relevant

part of the surface state, i.e., its minimum in the bandgap,

based on the aforementioned ab initio calculations, we

increased the sensitivity of our STM experiment by

approaching the tip toward the surface. The tip-sample sepa-

ration is reduced first by increasing the set current and

decreasing the set voltage (equivalent to Dz¼�1.37 Å).

Second, by an additional ramp (shown in Fig. 1(c) as red

curve), we reduce the separation further up to 2 Å, while

keeping the tunnel current always within the dynamic range

of the preamplifier.27 The normalized conductivity spectrum

at this up to 3.37 Å reduced tip-sample separation is shown

in Fig. 1(b). At negative voltages, again peaks arise from

quantized states confined in the tip-induced band bending

zone facing the tip. Their energy is shifted, since the reduced

tip-sample separation increases the band bending, hence

increasing the confinement energy of the band bending zone.

The interesting feature is the appearance of a strong peak

centered at þ0.25 V. The peak indicates the presence on a

surface state within the fundamental bandgap roughly

0.6 6 0.2 eV below EC (neglecting possible band bending

effects).28 This agrees well with the energy position between

0.713,18 and 1 eV below EC calculated for the empty surface

state. Thus, we assign this peak to the onset of the surface

state at the C point. Note, the experimentally necessary

reduction of the tip-sample separation by up to 3.37 Å agrees

with the calculated value of 2.4 Å for which the DOS at the

minima of the surface state and bulk conduction band is

FIG. 3. Integrated partial charge density along the h1120i direction of the

states at energies of (a) EV þ 2:4 eV (surface state onset) and (b) EC

(¼EVþ 3.4 eV) (onset of bulk conduction band). In both cases the partial

charge density is the superposition of all states weighted with a Gaussian

with standard deviation of 25 meV centered at the corresponding energy

value. The z-scale is logarithmic and the same in (a) and (b). Thicker contour

lines indicate isolines of the same value in (a) and (b). Open (filled) circles

represent the N (Ga) atoms.

FIG. 4. Decay of the partial charge density integrated over the ð1010Þ planes

arising from the states at the onset of SGa at EVþ 2.4 eV (red/lower line) and

those with energies at the bulk conduction band edge EC (black/upper line).

The same Gaussian weighted superposition approach as in Fig. 3 has been

applied. Inset: Decay of the surface state for different high symmetry k-

points of the surface Brillouin zone. In both diagrams, the topmost N surface

atom is located at the distance 0. Positive and negative values of the distance

correspond to vacuum and bulk regions, respectively.
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predicted to be identical. The absence of features related to

the bulk band edge in Fig. 1(b) has been shown to arise from

spreading resistance effects in the transport of carriers at

small tip-sample separations.29 The band edge reappears if

larger tip-sample voltages are used.

In conclusion, using a detailed ab initio analysis com-

bined with tunneling spectroscopy, we were able to clarify

the electronic structure of the non-polar m-plane GaN sur-

face. The most debated but physically most relevant mini-

mum of the empty surface state is well below the conduction

band minimum within the fundamental bandgap, but has an

surprisingly low DOS due to a particularly unusual disper-

sion and decay characteristic: A steep dispersion minimum

with low DOS near the C point hidden in conventional STM

faces an extremely flat area with high DOS at the edge of the

BZ. As a result, the non-polar GaNð1010Þ surface is intrinsi-

cally pinned at ðEC � 0:6Þ60:2 eV.

Nanostructures with non-polar sidewall facets (e.g.,

almost all nanowires) intrinsically encounter difficulties in

defining the potential distribution within the nanostructure by

pure doping. Even overgrowth by a wide gap material need to

be handled with caution, as a similar electronic structure, i.e.,

a dispersion of the surface state within the gap with a steep

minimum near the C point and extremely flat maximum at the

edge of the BZ, is found for both the a- and m-plane surfaces

of GaN and AlN (InN too, but unpinned).18,30 Hence, all non-

polar surfaces of wurtzite structure GaN and AlN are pinned

and will affect the potential within nanowires.
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